of the mean-value of the ~eta function, to Voronoi's summation formula I for (I.3). Actually two groups of new terms emerge, the number of terms in each group depending on T, so that the result falls into the category of approximate functional equations. I prove the following are any constants such that o < A < A'.
It is worthy of remark that the first set of oscillating terms on the righthand side approximate, for low values of ~2, to the leading terms in Voronoi's summation formula, apart from an oscillating sign. The second set of such terms would be obtained by integrating formally a suitable expansion of ~(s)~(i-s).
The argument may be summarized as follows. In the formula, valid when valid when ~{u}<o, ~{v}> I, and ~{u+v}>o. This series may be continned inside the critical strip by means of Voronoi's summation formula, giving what is substantially the approximate functional equation for g (u, I--u 
+ iT to produce (4.4). The proof is
completed by approximating to the trigonometric integrals involved; this is accomplished by the saddle-point method, on which I prove a general result, namely Lemma I of this paper.
We use the symbol A throughout to denote a positive absolute constant, not necessarily the same one at each oecurrenee. Where desirable, in order to avoid confusion, other such constants will be denoted by A', A".
2. We start from She identity, valid when ~ {u} > I, ~ {v} > I,
where f (u, v) is defined by (4.3). We show first that f (u, v) is a meromorphic function of u and v when ~R{u+v} >o. We have, taking ~{v} > I, denoting the integral part of x by [x] , and writing
It follows that
is regular for ~{u + v} > o. Thus (2. I) holds when both u and v lie in the critical strip, apart from the poles at v = I, u + v----I, 2.
3. We consider next the case ~{u} <o', 9t{u+v}>2. We have then, by Poisson's formula,
Summing with respecg to s, and using (I.4) and the result or fy--
To investigate the convergence of this expression we note that for ~ {u} < I, ~{u + v} >o, and ~--> I,
uniformly for bounded u and v. It follows that the double series (3. I) is absolutely convergent for ~ {u} < o, ~ {v} > I, ~ {u + v} > o, by comparison with and that it represents an analytic function of both variables in this region.
Hence (3. I) holds throughout this region and then
,',-,,-,(")fv-"(~ +V)-~co~2~nvdv
where .~(n) denotes the sum of the a-th powers of ~he divisors of n.
Combining this with the result of w 2 we see that when o < ~{u} < I, o<IR{v}<x, u+v#x, the series being boundedly convergent in any finite x-interval. Let now N be a positive integer, and let h (u, x) denote the expression 
2~r)+e f g(u, I --u)du. t--iT
Eence, using Stirling's formula, 
where N is a positive integer and X = ~T + |, We shall restrict N to a range of values of the form AT < N< A'T.
We may derive a more explicit formula for 14 as follows. We have 5. We approximate to these integrals by the saddle-point method. All we need on this point is contained in the following Lemma 1. Let f(z), 9(z) be two functions of the complex variable z, and
the constants implied in these order results being absolute.
Let k be any real number, and iff'(x)+k has a zero in ( the function a/~ix) where a is a positive absolute constant, less than 89 to be fixed later.
We deform the path of integration into a contour joining the points a, a--~a(I +i), Xo--~to(I +i), XO+~O(I +i), b+Xb(I +i), b. Denoting the corresponding parts of the integrals by J~ .... , Js, respectively, we take J~, J3, and J5 along straight lines, while, J2, J4 are to be taken along the loci of the points x +__ X(x)(I + i), as the case may be.
We have then, for z=x+(I +i) y, --X (x) ~ y --< it (x), a~<x--<b, We have then
This gives
with a similar bound for J~. We have also, by the same argument,
and also 
(V~'A') -'--0(HoFoI(I "-k F:/~)).

4~ = o { a) o t, o F: V' e-~ ~'? } ,
(~o*to ~oo ./,).
As regards the remainder of (5.2) we have
q~(Xo + v)(i + ~ysfo") = q~o + y~o + ~ySq, ofo' + o(y' a)o~,72) + o(y4a)oFo~,:,)
and hence, since integrals involving odd powers of y vanish, 
+ O(@otto'fo ) + o(a)oFo~,Z'f'o'-~ f ~"~dy + -~(1+i) ~ (i § ,,\ + o q% f e"'y'~o) + O(a)ot, oFo'/')=q%f'o'-~" + vii+i)
,F tp __8,2
+ O{q)o(Vfo)-'e -''~Vo } + O(Ool~oFo '),
and the first error term on the right-hand side has already been shown to be of lower order than the second. Hence
This completes the proof of Lemma I for the case in which jr'(x)+ k has a zero in (a, b). In other cases we take the contour through the points a, • f(x) + k< A -r a
{1)(a) _ O(a 1-a r-l). ]" (a) + k (1)(5) ~--" O(bT-a-~), f(b)
= o(r -1)
We consider the error-term integral of Lemma I. This gives
The integral over (a, I) gives, for la--I I > e > o, I ~ ~ T,
1 1 f x-~ O(e-~ f x-~ O(e-~(a~-~ + I)), g g
while for k ~--T we get 
Estimation of I3.
We write (4.7) in the form V~{I/( ~) }( :)
= O{T!(U -89 -1} + O(T-lx-t)= O(x-J).
The error term here gives, by (4.2),
In the rest of the integral we use (4. I). The error term O(x -'/') gives here
Hence, changing the variable from x to V~x, io. .Estimation of 14.
By lemma 3, if I( Tn ~--n)S T
>X, n<2
, that is to say if
The Mean-value of the Riemann Zeta Function. ~-,A/(.,.-,,. ) = O(T-~ log T),
.= o(
= 0 (T -t log T).
Lastly we have
We split this sum up at 89 z--Vz, Z+ l/Z, 2Z. We get, using partial 
2~ 2 2~]
which differs from Z by an amount O(I). Substituting (7. I), (7.2), (8.2), and (Io. 2), in (4.4) we complete the proof of the Theorem.
